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Open access under CC BWe continue our work (A. Muriel and M. Dresden, Physica D 101, 299, 1997) to calculate the time evo-
lution of the one-particle distribution function. An improved operator formalism, heretofore unused, is
applied for spatially uniform initial data. We then choose a Gaussian pair potential between particles.
With these two conditions, the velocity ﬁelds, energy and pressure are calculated exactly. All stipulations
of the Clay Mathematics Institute for proposed solutions of the 3-D Navier-Stokes Equation [http://
www.claymath.org/millennium/Navier-Stokes_Equations/navierstokes.pdf] are satisﬁed by our time evo-
lution equation. We then substitute our results for the velocity ﬁelds into the 3-D Navier-Stokes Equation
and calculate the pressure. The results from our time evolution equation and the prescribed pressure
from the Navier-Stokes Equation constitute an exact solution to the Navier-Stokes Equation. No turbu-
lence is obtained from the solution.
 2011 Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY-NC-ND license. 1. Introduction
There has not been any published solution of the 3-D Navier–
Stokes equation (NSE). The purpose of this paper is to show a pro-
cedure for arriving at an exact solution of this well-known prob-
lem. The solution which may be completely displayed in very
long conventional form, is best shown using symbolic program-
ming language, a recognition of advances in computing.
In a paper on an integral formulation of hydrodynamics [1], to
which we refer the reader for symbols and conventions, the follow-
ing exact formal result for the time evolution (TE) of the single par-
ticle distribution was derived:
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ð1Þr, p refer to the Cartesian spatial coordinate and momentum of one
particle, respectively. Cartesian dot products are implied. In Eq. (1)
the superscripts refer to the number of momentum coordinates and
the subscripts to the number of spatial coordinates. The exact solu-
tion includes an inﬁnite series in the operator @
n
@pn for all n = 3, . . .,1,
but as we will only calculate the average of the momentum and the
energy, the formal solution will rigorously truncate to only a few
terms by partial integration. Given Eq. (1), we may calculate the
velocity, energy and pressure as a function of time and space. In this
work, all operators produce exact analytic results.
We will start with spatially uniform initial data, the solution
simpliﬁes even further. Note that the integrals of force over all
space is zero and what remains of Eq. (1) is
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Notice that the well-known BBGKY hierarchy [2] of the 1-parti-
cle distribution function coupled to the 2-particle distribution
function, and the 2-particle distribution function itself coupled to
the 3-particle distribution function, etc., have been replaced by ini-
tial data correlations, but only up to 3-particles.2. Uniform initial data and a one-dimensional jet
We start with a uniform system and the following initial
momentum distribution
uðpÞ ¼ dðpx  poÞdðpyÞdðpzÞ ð4Þ
a one-dimensional jet satisfying an initial condition allowed by
the Clay Institute (http://claymath.org/millennium/Navier-Stokes_
Equations/navierstokes.pdf). Put n0 = 1.
Next, we choose the pair-potential
Vðr  r0Þ ¼ gexpfa½ðx x0Þ2 þ ðy y0Þ2 þ ðz z0Þ2g ð5Þand integrate it over all x0, y0, z0 in a cube of dimension L to give the
integral over all space resulting in the display expression h(x,y,z)
which we redeﬁne in Maple symbolic code as Int3DVsq [http://arxi-
v.org/pdf/1011.6630] [3], the integral over all volume of the force
squared.
Int3DVsq :¼ 1
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L is the dimension of the cube over which the integration is
done. Due to space limitations in this journal, we will be using
the symbolic programming language Maple 13 output as shown
in [3]. The use of the programming language allows us to display
voluminous results without errors that could arise out of manual
execution. We will shift back and forth from display equations in
the tradition of physics papers, and Maple code. The symbolic
codes that produce (6) and all other formulae are given in [3].
Next we use the identity
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where G(p) is an operator which we will deﬁne below. This new
operator identity is a simple but signiﬁcant advance over our
1997 paper. It seems to be the ﬁrst use of the Dirac-delta function
with operators of the kind we propose.3. Momentum time evolution
For the x-momentum we have to calculate the expressionZ
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Using the operator identity in Eq. (7), we deﬁne the x-momentum
propagator
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where Dx is differentiation with respect to x and Dx2 is the second
derivative. The derivatives Dx and Dx2 act on shifted h(x,y,z). We
again freely exchange our display equations with Maple 13 code.
The shift operator acts on h(x,y,z) to give
Int3DVsqshifted :¼ subs(x = x-px⁄s2/m, y = y-py⁄s2/m, z = z-
pz⁄s2/m, Int3DVsq)
to produce a very long but exact expression [3].
We then perform the differentiations with respect to x. We
reproduce the symbolic programming code [3] to produce an even
longer expression for the x-momentum:
> gc(); restart;
> a :¼ ‘a’; g :¼ ‘g’; L :¼ ‘L’;
> V :¼ proc (x2, x) g⁄exp(-a⁄((x2-x)^2+ (y2-y)^2+(z2-z)^2)) end
proc;
> DVdx2 :¼ diff(V(x2, x), x2);
> DVsq :¼ DVdx2^2;
> IntDVsq :¼ Int(DVsq, x2 = 0 .. L);
> IntDVsqx :¼ int(DVsq, x2 = 0 .. L);
> IntDvsqx :¼ simplify(IntDVsqx);
> Int2DVsqxy :¼ int(IntDVsqx, y2 = 0 .. L);
> Int2DVsqxy :¼ simplify(Int2DVsqxy);
> Int3DVsq :¼ int(Int2DVsqxy, z2 = 0 .. L);
> Int3DVsqshifted :¼ subs(x = x-px⁄s2/m, y = y-py⁄s2/m, z = z-
pz⁄s2/m, Int3DVsq);>
> xmomentumpropagator :¼ px⁄exp(-px⁄s2⁄Dx/m-py⁄s2⁄Dy/m-
pz⁄s2⁄Dz/m);
> Dpx1momentumpropagator :¼ diff(xmomentumpropagator,
px);
> Dpx2momentumpropagator :¼ diff(Dpx1momentumpropaga-
tor, px);
> xmomentumchange :¼ Dpx2momentumpropagator⁄‘Int3DVsq’;
> xmomentumchange :¼ (-2⁄s2⁄Dx/m+pz⁄s2^2⁄ Dx^2/m^2)⁄
‘Int3DVsqshifted’;
> Int3DVsqshifted;
> xmomentumchange :¼ -2⁄s2⁄(diff(Int3DVsqshifted, x))/m+ px⁄
s2^2⁄(diff(diff(Int3DVsqshifted, x), x))/m^2;
> xmomentumchange :¼ simplify(xmomentumchange);
> xmomentumchange :¼ subs(py = 0, pz = 0, px = po,
xmomentumchange);
> xmomentumchanges1 :¼ int(xmomentumchange, s2 = 0 .. s1);
> xmomentumchanges1 :¼ simplify(xmomentumchanges1);
> xmomentumchanget :¼ int(xmomentumchanges1, s1 = 0 .. t);
> xmomentumchanget :¼ simplify(xmomentumchanget);
> xmomentumchanget;
> xmom :¼ po+xmomentumchanget;
> xmom;
All differentiation of shifted functions are done from right to left
culminating in two iterated time integrations. The time integrations
in s2 and s1 are done successively, and successfully, to give an
analytic output for the time evolution of the x-momentum. The
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Both y-momentum and z-momentum may be calculated as well.
At this point, we can easily demonstrate that the exact analytic
solutions exist and do not blow up in time. To display the time evo-
lution of the momenta, we refer the reader to [3]. There also existFig. 1. Plot of x-momentum as a function of h, / for a ﬁxed time.
Fig. 2. Plot of the x-momentum as a function of time showing approach to steady
state.inﬁnite time limits, still quite long and best shown by time-depen-
dent plots below.
We summarize the results graphically in a cube of dimension L
with periodic boundary conditions, or 3-D toroid geometry by a
transformation of variables: x = Lsin(h), y = Lsin(/), z = Lsin(x).Fig. 3. Plot of z-momentum as a function of h, /.
Fig. 4. Approach to a steady state of z-momentum.
Fig. 5. The divergence of the velocity in Cartesian coordinates before the imposition
of periodic boundary conditions. For the interior of the box, the system is
incompressible.
Fig. 6. Divergence of the velocity at the plane z = 0 and t = 0.01 with periodic
boundary conditions. For all practical purposes, or FAPP, following the terminology
of John Bell, the system is incompressible.
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The 3-D toroid plots are illustrative, and show physically inter-
esting solutions. As in most of this paper, the following constants
are used: a = 0.01, g = 0.1, m = 1, L = 10, po = 10 (see Figs. 1–4).5. Divergence of the velocity ﬁeld
One requirement of the Clay problem deﬁnition [4] is that u = p/
m must satisfy
r  u ¼ 0 ð10Þ
to show incompressibility. From our TE solutions, this is a mathe-
matical requirement, not a physical one. Our assumption of initial
uniformity sufﬁces. Nevertheless, we fed the left hand side of this
equation the solutions from TE, hoping that the Maple code will
show this analytically and rigorously, but the sheer number of
expressions is quite forbidding, so we generated instead Figs. 5
and 6, showing that in fact, for most of the volume of the cube,
the divergence is zero. The plot is done for a box of dimension
L = 10. The Cartesian plot is for a box of dimension L, before periodic
boundary consitions are imposed. At the boundaries, the condition
no longer holds.
6. Energy ﬁeld
To calculate the energy ﬁeld, consider the following expression:
Eðx; y; z; tÞ ¼ qðx; y; z; tÞ p
2
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2m
þ 2 p
2
z
2m
 
ð11Þ
The momenta, functions of x, y, z, t are already known. The density q
is obtained from the equations that produce Figs. 5 and 6. The fol-
lowing Maple code is used:
> restart; gc();
> a :¼ ‘a’; g :¼ ‘g’; L :¼ ‘L’;
> V :¼ proc (x2, x) g⁄exp(-a⁄((x2-x)^2+(y2-y)^2 +(z2-z)^2)) end
proc;
> DVdx2 :¼ diff(V(x2, x), x2);
> DVsq :¼ DVdx2^2;
> IntDVsq :¼ Int(DVsq, x2 = 0 .. L);
> IntDVsqx :¼ int(DVsq, x2 = 0 .. L);
> IntDvsqx :¼ simplify(IntDVsqx);
> Int2DVsqxy :¼ int(IntDVsqx, y2 = 0 .. L);
> Int2DVsqxy :¼ simplify(Int2DVsqxy);
> Int3DVsq :¼ int(Int2DVsqxy, z2 = 0 .. L);
> Int3DVsqshifted :¼ subs(x = x-px⁄s2/m, y = y-py⁄s2/m, z = z-
pz⁄s2/m, Int3DVsq);
> Int3DVsq :¼ 0;
> Int3DVsqshifted;
> gc(); Int3DVsqshifted;
> DVdx2 :¼ 0;
> DVsq :¼ 0;
> IntDVsq :¼ 0;
> IntDVsqx :¼ 0;
> IntDvsqx :¼ 0;
> Int2DVsqxy :¼ 0;
> Int2DVsqxy :¼ 0;
> Int3DVsq :¼ 0;
> gc();
> NULL;
> densitypropagator :¼ exp(-px⁄s2⁄Dx/m-py⁄s2⁄Dy/m-pz⁄s2⁄
Dz/m);
> Dpxdensitypropagator :¼ diff(densitypropagator, px);
> Dpx2densitypropagator :¼ diff(Dpxdensitypropagator, px);
> xdensitychange :¼ Dpx2densitypropagator⁄‘Int3DVsq’;
> xdensitychange :¼ s2^2⁄(diff(diff(Int3DVsqshifted, x), x))/m^2;
> Int3DVsqshifted;
> xdensitychange :¼ simplify(xdensitychange);
> xdensitychange :¼ subs(py = 0, pz = 0, px = po,
xdensitychange);
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> xdensitychanges1 :¼ simplify(xdensitychanges1);
> xdensitychanget :¼ int(xdensitychanges1, s1 = 0 .. t);
> xdensitychanget :¼ simplify(xdensitychanget);
> xdensity :¼ 1+xdensitychanget;
> xdensitytoroid :¼ subs(x = L⁄sin(theta), y = L⁄sin(phi), z = L⁄sin
(omega), xdensity);
> theta :¼ ‘theta’; phi :¼ ‘phi’; omega :¼ ‘omega’; omega :¼ 0;
> a :¼ ‘a’; m :¼ ‘m’; g :¼ ‘g’; L :¼ ‘L’; po :¼ ‘po’;
> a :¼ 0.1e-1; m :¼ 1; g :¼ .1; L :¼ 10; po :¼ 10;
> xdensitytoroid;
> with(plots);
> t :¼ ‘t’; t :¼ 4; theta :¼ ‘theta’; phi :¼ ‘phi’; omega :¼ 0;
plot3d(xdensitytoroid, theta = 0 .. Pi, phi = 0 .. Pi, axes = boxed,
title = ‘density⁄proﬁle⁄at⁄t = 4’); t :¼ ‘t’;
> t :¼ ‘t’; theta :¼ ‘theta’; phi :¼ ‘phi’; phi :¼ (1/2)⁄Pi; omega :¼ 0;
plot3d(xdensitytoroid, t = 0 .. 2, theta = 0 .. Pi, axes = boxed,
title = ‘density⁄proﬁle⁄at⁄t = 2’); t :¼ ‘t’;
The result for the steady state energy density is shown in
Figs. 7–9.Fig. 8. Steady state density as a function of position.7. Exact solution of Navier–Stokes equation
Despite our comments about the superior provenance of our
time evolution equations (TE) [4], we now address the problem
of solving NSE. We can substitute the velocity ﬁelds obtained from
the time evolution equations to calculate from NSE the corre-
sponding expression DPx in our Maple codes, the derivative of
pressure with respect to x, from the following form of NSE, written
with a new approach, for example.
@P
@x
¼ v  r2ux  u  rux  @ux
@t
ð12Þ
where we now use the velocity u ¼ pm :m ¼ 1 instead of p.
Admittedly no one seems to write the Navier–Stokes equation
in the form of Eq. (12), but we have all the expressions for theFig. 7. Time evolution of density away from uniformity.velocities, we now evaluate the right-hand side of NSE in Eq. (12)
and ﬁnd the gradient of the pressure in the x-direction, as above,
for example.
Using previous Maple outputs [3] for xmom, ymom, zmom, the
momentum in Cartesian coordinates, and we calculate in symbolic
form,Fig. 9. Steady-state energy density from the solution of the Navier–Stokes
equation. The energy is thus seen to possess no blow up.
Fig. 11. Long time limit of the force per unit area, or pressure, perpendicular to the
y-axis.
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> Dxmomdx :¼ diff(xmom,x);
> Dxmomdx2 :¼ diff(Dxmomdx,x);
> Dxmomdy :¼ diff(xmom,y);
> Dxmomdy2 :¼ diff(Dxmomdy,x);
> Dxmomdz :¼ diff(xmom,z);
> Dxmomdz2 :¼ diff(Dxmomdz,z);
>
gradx :¼ xmom  Dxmomdx + ymom  Dxmomdy + zmom  Dxmomdz;
> xnabla :¼ v  Dxmomdx2 + v  Dxmomdy2 + v  Dxmomdz2;
With the above notation we see the full force of the non-linear-
ity of NSE, expressed in very long formulae.
The gradient of the pressure in the x-direction from NSE is:
DPx :¼ xnabla gradx Dxmomdt; ð13Þ
which is simply NSE written in a form that reﬂects the above-men-
tioned formulation.
Again, we can display the full analytic expressions, including
some hundreds of terms [3]. If needed, the above programs may
be executed in a laptop with very little power.
The right hand side of Eq. (13) are all known, and the pressure
tensor, the force per unit area perpendicular to the x axis is ob-
tained by integration over x. Maple cannot integrate all the terms,
so we take the long time limit of DPx and integrate the much re-
duced expression to give, for example, Figs. 10 and 11.
Long time limits exist for all velocity and energy ﬁelds, as well
as the pressure. They may be displayed, but again, even after sim-
plifying the expressions, the number of terms are still forbidding,
one may just as well increase time, to say t = 20, and indicate the
limiting plots as t?1.
In an early report [4], we have analyzed the calculation of pres-
sure directly from our time evolution equation, and the prescrip-
tion from the Navier–Stokes equation upon which the above
discussion is based. We need not repeat that discussion, but com-
ment that in an extended analysis to be published later, all theseFig. 10. Long time limit of the force per unit area, or pressure, perpendicular to the
x-axis.interesting comparison might become important. In the future,
we will address the following desiderata: (1) the exact steady state
values for velocities, energy and pressure, and (2) the rigorous ap-
proach to equilibrium. It sufﬁces at this time to demonstrate that
the solution for NSE for our initial data exists.8. The role of viscosity in the time evolution equations and NSE
Viscosity is an adjustable parameter in NSE, but in our TE solu-
tions, it does not show up. Why? The answer is that viscosity and
pressure are built into TE solutions internally deﬁned from kinetic
theory, not from the continuum approach of NSE. It is not inserted
in the transport equations by hand. In fact in our 1997 paper, it was
possible to ‘‘derive’’ NSE from TE by the gradual introduction of
assumptions and approximations, sometimes self-contradictory.
We ‘‘derived’’ NSE from TE with the following result in an obvious
notation
@ua
@t
þ ua @ub
@rb
þ @Pab
@rb
¼ m @
2ua
@ra@ra
ð14Þ
and the following approximate deﬁnitions for the pressure
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and the viscosity
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all deﬁned for a non-uniform system with a factored 1-particle dis-
tribution function f(r,p, t) = n(r, t)u(p, t). Note that if the systemwere
homogeneous, the pressure will be zero, resulting in Burgers’ equa-
tion, with no turbulent phenomenon.
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We suggest that the velocity ﬁeld solutions from our time evo-
lution equation, and the prescription of NSE for the pressure, solve
the 3-D Navier–Stokes equation in a self-consistent way. The solu-
tions are smooth, there is no blowup time for the energy. We do
not need to limit ourselves to incompressible systems as speciﬁed
by the Clay requirements [6], but we observe that the divergence
stipulation for incompressibility is satisﬁed for most of the volume.
There is a physical reason for the departure from incompressibility,
there exist pair potentials between particles, and by conservation
of total energy, the density adjusts from full uniformity. Otherwise,
the system cannot carry sound waves, a physical requirement that
is probably more important than the mathematical requirement of
incompressibility. Perhaps, the requirement of incompressibility is
unnecessary for physically meaningful solutions of NSE. But the
most important result of our exact solution is that by any generous
and imprecise deﬁnition of turbulence, there is no turbulence, at
least for this, the only exact solution of the Navier–Stokes equation
proposed to date. Of course, elsewhere, we have suggested all
along that turbulence cannot come out of NSE, as we have been
proposing for several years [7].
Sometimes, difﬁcult non-linear partial differential equations are
solved by inspired initial approximations, the origin of which may
not always be clear. In our work, the initial approximation used is
exact, and its origin clear, the solution given by our time evolution
equation, of fundamental provenance from the Liouville equation.
The self-consistent calculation of the pressure simply follows. As
a result, the 3-D Navier–Stokes may be considered solved exactly.
But there is a price. We must give up the continuum model and
adopt concepts from kinetic theory – molecules – that which have
been ignored all along. The coupling strength of the pair-potential
g enters the picture. Because of the existence of modern tools in the
form of symbolic computation, as illustrated in some detail in [3]
for the purpose of independent veriﬁcation, other central pair
potentials, or our function, h(x,y,z) as in Eq. (6), may be introduced.
There is the intriguing possibility of proposing the existence of this
function, harmonic perhaps, as presented in Section 6, strictly in
terms of mathematics, to insist on an incompressible system asfurther constraint for ﬁnding other solutions of NSE. But from a
physical standpoint, this is not absolutely necessary.
For other choices of h(x,y,z), it will be possible to automate the
generation of other solutions with such a procedure as we have
outlined using symbolic computation. That we have to resort to
symbolic computation is somewhat reminiscent of the computer-
assisted proof of the Four-Color Problem [5]. There will be as many
solutions of NSE as there are computable pair-potentials, ﬁgura-
tively, from no known solution to a feast of solutions. We also ex-
pect to see engineering applications of TE and NSE, especially when
we relax some of the initial assumptions. We predict that the qual-
itative result will be the same, there will be no turbulence by any
generous and imprecise classical deﬁnition of the phenomenon.
Observe that not even the Clay stipulations offer a deﬁnition of tur-
bulence. Have we been searching for the phenomenon of turbu-
lence without a precise mathematical deﬁnition? Contrast this
with an approach described in [7], where it is suggested that the
origin of turbulence lies in quantum mechanics and where turbu-
lence is deﬁned uniquely and precisely by the existence of multi-
valued solutions, which by the way, is not satisﬁed by any
proposed solution of the Navier–Stokes equation. We also hope
to address the fundamental question of steady states and irrevers-
ibility, yet another paradox in non-equilibrium statistical mechan-
ics which we will be prepared to address in the future.References
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